
Photo # 1  Wrap the front half of the hook shank with the lead wire (Weight Optional).  Tie in the thread 

and form a solid base of thread from the eye to the rear of the hook.  Tie in a short length of mono leader 

material in a loop as fender to hold off the rabbit tail leather from tangling with the hook. 

 

Photo # 2  Tie in about an inch of the two toned rabbit fur strip as a tail. 

 

Photo # 3  Tie in a section of the long Estaz.  Hold the fibers to the rear as you spiral wrap to the mid 

point of the hook shank. 

 

Photo # 4  Tie in two Schlappen feathers at the tips and spiral wrap these two feathers forward while 

holding the fibers to the rear.  Stop 1/4" short of the hook eye. 

 

Photo # 5  Add in about 6 strands of the Flashabou to the top side.  Trim to length about even with the 

end of the tail.    

 

Photo # 6  Tie in about 8 hurls of Ostrich feather to cover the span around the hook evenly. 

 

Photo # 7  Add in a Jungle Cock feather as an eye to each side.  Whip finish and trim off the excess 

thread.  Add head cement to the completed fly.  

 

This pattern can be swung across the current in a holding pool.  It is full of motion and flash so it can be 

actively stripped to give it life. This color combination is for a low visibility, high water condition as we 

 Fly of the Month, March – Steelhead Streamer              ........... 

                             

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Hook: Mustad 36890 Salmon Hook Size #4 

Weight: .015 lead wire - optional 

Tail support: 25 lb mono - stiff leader material 

Tail: Two toned Rabbit strip - Black and Olive 

Body sparkle: Estaz, extra long; Black Dubbed under fur of Craft Fur, tan  

Body feather: Schlappen feathers; Olive Dubbed under fur of Craft Fur, tan  

Wing flash: Holographic Flashabou - Olive/Gold 

Over body: Ostrich hurl - Black 

Eye:  ungle Cock - Medium size feathers 
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